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Abstract
This article presents a new performance meamre, the
actuation eficiency, which describes isotropy in acceleration capability for non-redundant manipulators. It
measures the imbalance between the end-effector accelerations achievable in different directions. Prior to
this, no measurre of this characteriStic was adequate for
a six dem-of-freedom manipulator, because its endeffector motions are referenced to a mix of linear and
angular coordinates. The proposed measure addresses
both linear and angular accelerations. It also indicates
oversized actuators, since this contributes to the imbalance in achievable accelerations. The development of
this meamre is based on the formulation of the motion
isotropy hypersurface. The shape of this hypersurface
i s a weak indicator of acceleration isotropy.

1 Introduction
A balanced or isotropic performance is a characteristic of manipulators which are well suited for general tasks. This means that its abilities are the same
in all directions. These mechanisms are more versatile and adaptable to different, more complex tasks,
as opposed to those designed for a specific task or
motion. This article examines acceleration capability,
which refers to a manipulator’s ability to accelerate
its end-effector. This determines how quickly it can
manipulate grasped objects, and its responsiveness to
controller commands. For general tasks, acceleration
capability is considered t o be limited by the weakest acceleration achievable in some direction. This is
measured by the isotropic accelemtion, which is the
largest magnitude of end-effector acceleration achievable in every direction. However, it does not describe
the imbalance, or anisotropy, between the accelerations achievable in different directions; e.g. between
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the largest and smallest accelerations. This characteristic is referred t o as accelemtion isotropy. Developing a measure for it is the focus of this article. The
measure, the actuation eficiency, is intended to aid in
manipulator design.
The study of acceleration isotropy begins by examining the isotropic acceleration. A number of studies have explored the isotropic acceleration and other
ways of characterizing end-effector accelerations. To
name a few, in 1985 Yoshikawa [l,21 developed the
the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid, which led t o the
dynamic manipulability measure and the isotropic acceleration. Kosuge and Furuta [3] proposed the use of
the condition numbers of the Jacobian and a weighted
inertia tensor as measures of isotropy. Thomas, YuenChow and Tesar [4] developed an actuator selection
algorithm based on the isotropic acceleration. In 1987
Khatib and Burdick proposed the acceleration hyperparallelipiped which yields the isotropic acceleration.
In 1988 Graettinger and Krogh [5] proposed the acceleration mdiw, which described the isotropic acceleration over the workspace. In 1989 Kim and Desa developed accelemtion set theory [6, 7] for determining the
isotropic accelerations. Many other studies followed
these same lines [8, 91.
However, these earlier studies did not adequately deal
with the inhomogeneities, or difference in units, between the properties related to linear and angular motion. This limited their utility to mechanisms with
three or fewer degrees-of-freedom (DOF).This problem was discussed extensively by Doty, Melchiorri,
Schwartz, and Bonivento [lo, 111. The motion isotropy
hypersurface [12] was one of the first characterizations
to provide a complete description of the linear and
angular isotropic accelerations for a six DOF nonredundant manipulator. The development of the m e
tion isotropy hypersurface also leads to the proposed
measure. Thus the actuation efficiency also considers
both accelerations.

The measure is defined as the ratio of useful to available torque. "Useful" refers to the torques which contribute to the isotropic accelerations. The remaining
torque serves to increase the imbalance in achievable
accelerations. The amount of extra torque capacity
depends on the mechanism's dynamics and the actuator torque capacities. The measure indicates when
changes in these two areas could improve acceleration
isotropy. It is especially useful for sizing actuators.
This article focuses on local isotropy determined at
a particular configuration, for non-redundant manipulators. In the next sections a brief discussion of the
isotropic accelerations is presented first. This is followed by the development of the actuation efficiency.
The relationship between the actuation efficiency and
the motion isotropy hypersurface is also discussed.
The measure is then evaluated and used for the redesign of the PUMA 560 manipulator.
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Figure 1: 2 DOF Isotropic Acceleration. The
isotropic acceleration circle is mapped into a torque ellipse which
is expanded/contracted until it touches the bounds.
The reader is referred to [12] for the details. Quation (4) has been normalized by the actuator torque
capacities contained in the diagonal matrix N with

First, consider the linear isotropic acceleration described by the sphere

the Jacobian.

uTu =
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and the bounds on the actuator torque capacities,
-ybound
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In equation (l),q is the vector of joint/generalised CD.
ordinates. A, b, and g are the inertia tensor, Coriolis
and centrifugal forces, and gravity forces. The matrix
G describes the transmission system which translates
actuator torques, Y, into joint torques, I
'. In equation
(2), U and w are the linear and angular end-effector velocities, and J is the J a c o S i .
Omitting the velocity dependent terms, equations (1)
through (3) are used to obtain

-1 5 E,U

+ EwW + NG-Tg

5 1

(4)

where

E = [ E , E, ] = N G-T A J-'.

(5)
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lli1112.

The largest value of llull is determined by examining
the sphere's image in torque space, which is obtained
using E,, from equation (41,
Y:

( EWE: ) + Y O = llu1I2

(7)

where the superscript + indicates the Moore-Penrose
psuedoinverse.
This ellipsoid is mapped to the origin of the torque
bounds. Then, beginning with llull = 1, the ellip
soid is expanded/contracted, by changing Ilull, until it
first touches and lies within the torque bounds. The
value of llull at which this occurs determines the linear
isotropic acceleration Ilullibo;see Figure 1.
The directions in which the ellipsoid does not touch the
bounds indicate where there is more torque capacity
available for achieving higher accelerations. Figure la
shows a large imbalance in the amount of acceleration

achievable in different directions. However, it is impossible to attain perfect accelemtion isotropy, because
the ellipsoid cannot simultaneously lie within and completely encompass the torque bounds.
A more balanced
acceleration capability is obtained when
the Ilulliao torque
ellipsoid occupies a8
much volume within
the torque bounds as
possible. Note that
the ideal shape of
Figure 2: Ideal Isotropy*
the torqueellipsoid
The ellinse encomnasses more
volume than the inscribed circle.
is not a sphere,
because the bounds
are shifted away from the origin due to gravity. For
example, Figure 2 shows an ellipse that occupies
more volume of the shifted torque bounds than the
inscribed circle. Notice that the gravity shift makes
portions of torque bounds unusable for producing
isotropic acceleration. Also note that the condition
number of E, is seldom useful for measuring acceleration isotropy, since it only describes the proximity of
the eliipsoid to a sphere. The inscribed ellipsoid will
be used to compute the available torque reference.
irl

E,

t
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The addition of the linear and angular acceleration
terms in equation (4) is accomplished by mapping the
center of one ellipsoid onto every point on the surface of the other. This is valid because both ellipsoids
are described in terms of torque vectors in the same
space. In short, two unlike quantities are transformed
into two like quantities so that they may be added.
This addition is difficult to illustrate in general, so an
approximation to it is shown in Figure 3.
The composite surface formed by this
addition is expanded
or contracted until it first touches
.,.
and lies completely
-3
within the bounds.
However, there are
many surfaces which
satisfy this condillullieo m/sa
tion. The solutions
Figure 4: Motion
are represented by
botropy curve. The
a convex, piecewise
relationship between the linear and
angular isotropic accelerations.
linear
cuN(?,the motion isotropy curve
of Figure 4. It gives the sizes of the ellipsoids in the
solution set. The curve shows a tradeoff between how
much torque is used to produce linear and angular
isotropic accelerations. The actuator which saturated
providing the level of performance along a l i e segment, referred to as the limiting actuator(s), is indicated by a numeric label.
The motion isotropy curve is described by

b!L

-

obtained from equations (1)through (3), see [12]. Assuming that the manipulator has n actuators, A is a
2n x 2 matrix where

Figure 3: Torque Ellipse Addition.
The isotropic linear and angular accelerations are mapped into
torque ellipsoids and added to form a composite surface.

Now consider both the linear and angular isotropic
accelerations. As in the linear case, a torque ellipsoid
representing the angular isotropic acceleration can be
developed by transforming the sphere,

GTG = llG112,

The lines represented by these relations are overlayed
in the same space, and the innermost envelope formed
by them is the motion isotropy curve of Figure 4.

(8)

3 The Actuation Efficiency

(9)

The actuation aciency, q, is based on the total volume encompassed by the union of all of the composite

using E, from equation (4) into,
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surfaces described by the motion isotropy curve. For
instance, this volume would resemble a cylinder for a
three DOF planar manipulator. This is then divided
by the volume of the hyperellipsoid inscribed within
the torque bounds, simiiar to the one in Figure 2. In
practice, these volumes are not difficult to determine.
The next sections briefly discuss these computations.

3.1 Volume of Composite Surfaces.
The volume within the composite surfaces is iterpreted
as the useful torque, Vuseful,
Vueeful =

/,n*

(12)

This integral is not difficult t o evaluate because a simple cross-sectional element, the volume of one ellipsoid,
can be defined. This volume is evaluated using spherical coordinates. These are y~ = IlLtllAl sin(#) cos(O),
y2 = Il4lA2sin(4)sin(O), and 93 = Il~llx3cos(#)
where y1, y2, and y3 are the ellipsoid's principal axes,
and the A's are the singular values of E,. Its volume,
vw, is
vw(IiW =

4n

+ A ~ A ~ ( ~ I I ~ +I Ic13

whose principal axes are $1, 2 2 , and 2 3 .
Using spherical coordinates, equation (14) becomes

- - where & through
are the singular values of (P,E,),
and a and b are
the maximum and
minimum values of
ll~lliroalong a segment of the motion
isotropy curve, as
shown in Figure 5.
In the six DOF case,
the integrand in
equation (18) is a
polynomial whose
antiderivative is

(13)

which resembles the familiar ellipsoid volume formula,
except for the radius IlGll = mll6ll c. Recall that
llLtll is dependent on llitll, as described by the motion
isotropy curve, Figure 5. Since the curve is piecewise
linear, the overall integral is evaluated in segments.
Using equation (12) and (13), the useful volume obtained from one line segment of the motion isotropy
CWW, V u s e f d , can be expressed as [13]

Y,

= P, Y, = P, E,

I')

= [ I - ( E,E:

(15)
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Figure 5: Motion

b O t r O p y CUrVe.

o and b

values, and the equation for the
first line segment of the curve.

VUseful(a, b) = &w(b)

- Gw(a),

(20)

and therefore equation (12) becomes
J

Vuseful =

Vuscful (ai

bi 4 gni)

(21)

i=l

where z is the number of piecewise linear segments
comprising the motion isotropy curve. Note that the
A's are the singular values of E, and P,E,, ai 5
Ilull 5 bi, Q is the 113lliSo-intercept,and mi is the
slope of the lime segment. F, = F,,, for mechanisms
with fewer than six DOF;
Fsz

= 4.1r2Ai ..-Aallulls

Fsi

= 8rAi- hllCll"

Fa2

= 4r2A1 ...x411ul12 ($11U112

Fa1

= 4r.h **.AsllUl12 (FllWIl

($llUl12

+ y11611 + 9)

(TllUll+g)

+

911611

+ $)

+5).
(22)

(16)

where I is the appropriately dimensioned identity matrix. Combining equations (6)and (15)yields
T +

llulliso m/s'

where the subscript "33" denotes the dimensions of v
and w , in no particular order. In general,

+

where 21, 5, and x 3 are coordinates orthogonal to
each other and to the principal axes of the E, ellipsoid.
The region over which t o integrate vw is determined by
projecting the E, ellipsoid onto 21, x2, and 23. This
is accomplished using the orthogonal projector matrix
P, to obtain,

b

a

(17)
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3.2 Inscribed Hyperellipsoid Volume
Since perfect acceleration isotropy is unattainable, the
unusable portions of the torque bounds are discarded

from the available torque. The simplest way to do this
is to use the volume, Vavailable, of the hyperellipsoid inscribed within the bounds, whose principal axes align
with the coordinate axes. The lengths of the principal
axes are determined from the gravity shifted bound
vectors contained in T,equation (lo), as the element
with smallest absolute value for each direction. The
volume of this hyperellipsoid for different dimensions
is given in Table 1, where the A’s indicate the lengths
of the principal axes.
n

&
d

2

n

Table 1: Inscribed Hyperellipsoid Volume
The actuation efficiency, q, is written as a percentage,

4 The Motion Isotropy Curve and q
The shape of the motion isotropy curve is a
weak indicator of acceleration
isotropy. The closer
the curve is to forming a
rectangle with the coordinate
axea, the more likely
IFIlim
it is that a high degree of
Figure 6: Isotropy
acceleration isotropy exists
Indicator*
at that configuration. If
suggests high degree of
acceleration isotropy.
the motion isotropy curve
forms a perfect rectangle
with the coordinate axes,
Figure 6, Ilull and llrjll are independent. Thus both
attain their maximum values within the bounds, yielding a composite surface which engulfs all of the other
possible surface sizes specified by the curve. This is a
weak indication that the mechanism has a high degree
of acceleration isotropy. However, q must still be calculated, since the shape of the ellipsoids, not described
by the curve, must be considered.
If the motion isotropy curve forms something closer
to a triangle with the coordinate axes, as in Figure 4,
this indicates a tradeoff between llull and l l r j l l ; when

+h
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one increases the other must decrease. This reduces
the possible volume of each composite surface, and
thus the manipulator should have a lesser degree of
acceleration isotropy.

5 Application
Figures 7a and 7b show two configurations of the
PUMA 560 which have different actuation efficiencies,
computed for an operational point located at the intersection of the three wrist rotation axes. Initially
the actuation efficiencies are 38%and 10%. These values indicate a large imbalancebetween the end-effector
accelerations achievable in different directions, which
may be caused by oversized actuators.
The motion isotropy curves for these two configurations, Figure 7c, tell which actuator may be suspect.
Notice that for these configurations, the closer the m e
tion isotropy curve is to a rectangle, the higher the
acceleration isotropy, as discussed in Section 4. The
limiting actuators indicated in Figure 7c are 1, 2, 5,
and 6. Therefore actuators 3 and 4 are candidates
for change. The limiting actuators also suggest which
motors can be changed to increase performance. Reducing the peak torque of the third actuator by half,
from 1.6” to 0.8“, results in new actuation efficiencies of 78% and 29%, a more than two-fold increase in
acceleration isotropy for both configurations.
This actuator change neither reduces nor alters the
manipulator’s isotropic accelerations, given in Figure
7c. This implies that the lesser actuation efficiencies
were partially due to an oversized third actuator. Recall that the shape of the ellipsoids, determined by
the mechanism’s dynamics, should also be considered.
Reducing the size of third actuator could result in less
weight for the manipulator to carry while in motion,
which can lead to a better overall performance.

6 Conclusion
This article presented a new measure, the actuation
efficiency, which describes the imbalance between the
end-effector accelerations achievable in different directions. It also indicates possible actuator ovenizing, since this contributes to the imbalance in acceleration capability. The measure includes both linear
and angular accelerations in its description of acceleration isotropy. This allows for the analysis of a
non-redundant manipulator having up to a full six

Figure 7: P U M A 560 Actuation Efficiencies and Motion Isotropy Curves.
Reducing the peak t o q u e of the third actuator yields a more than -fold
increase in acceleration isotropy for both configurations
without sacrificing isotropic performance.

DOF.This article also establishes the shape of the motion isotropy curve as a w& indicator of acceleration
isotropy. It concludes with a design example involving the PUMA 560 manipulator. A similar measure
can be developed for force capability, which describes
a manipulator’s ability to apply forces and moments to
the environment at the end-effector. Future work involves using this measure in design optimizations, and
investigating ways of describing acceleration isotropy
for the entire workspace.
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